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The enemies of KF are losing and the Governments are recognizing that this change is 

coming.  (:05).  Tests were done in the last week, need to balance more and in the next 

weeks will reveal. Keshe will no longer build only teach. Use the matter (Cu) to create 

the P but only to hold the shape. (:08). Focus this year on Plasma uses, the shape it takes 

dictated by user, you can make shape of Galaxy and dictate it's shape and environment. 

The Cu is a tool to dictate the shape of P, very few races in Space have achieved this. 

Now you can control the P, which is the Mother of the Universe, the seed of the essence 

of the creation. In the industry they paint something on the wires that is Nano.  (:21). 

People said that the fields in the house were same as outside, bluish, little reactor in room 

has expanded beyond, now if we setup million around globe they will all link up, Peace 

on the planet. People see the blue color in and around the house with reactor, it's the color 

of Earth atmosphere.   (:31).  Death is not the end, more pleasure on the other side of 

physicality, there is no end, the whole point is to live in peace without suffering, our body 

is made of P. Man one day will finish with the body as we know, 7 billion on planet, have 

to open to new dimension. Don't look for survival with KF technology, but comfort of not 

suffering. (Keshe took break).  (:41). Put the G Coil at 90 degrees to M, should achieve 

Illusive P, when you look from the top all 3 in line, when you put in SF will give you the 

bottom of SS.    (:57).  Back on to drawing, 3 reactors you get the flat bottom and stack 2 

reactors higher you get the dome shape. They achieved to see the illusive blue P, the 

shimmer of the blue. The M has radiated out blue, but its the inner G coils need to adjust, 

in a very specific way, and you'll see a physical craft. You'll find yourself inside the craft, 

if you don't feel confidence move a reactor sideways. You need a minimum of 5 sets of 

Coils.   (1:04). Goes over again how to connect the coils together, M of top to M of 

bottom. Any P you achieve is totally harmless to your body, because you have created the 

P out of the Matter state of this planet, which your body is also. Any fields released is 

what you are naturally used to and breathing in.  (1:08). The damage comes from electron 

vibration, matter state, if you use P batteries won't have that problem, if gamma rays are 

produced your body will only take what it needs.  Draws a split P capacitor, if you use Al 

foil as wrapping, Nano coat it, you can leave paper in, it's already in Gans state of ?, it 

will work totally in P state. It is both capacitor and battery.  (1:16). You put 4 of these 

Capacitors in parallel, then put 3 of these units in series, through these you control the 

strength of P current. (1:20). In the Gans that you wrap around the capacitor you can 

make a composite, of vegetables or what ever you need, these are connected to the P 

reactors and this is how you feed yourself in Space. The structure of food will last for 

centuries. Now we have reached the pinnacle of science, the knowledge of U. During the 

testing stage we will lose some people, like all technologies.   (1:34).  Questions: Why do 

you need H Gans? In the structure you have, you already have it, CONH and CH3 release 

a H, that's why H is the essence of the creation in the Space, you need it. You have it in 

the Gans of water. It doesn't matter how thick the Gans layer is in the Capacitor, it will 

take what it needs.   (1:40).  A man says he never used a screw driver and he made such a 

crude power system, but he gets 80%, whereas the PU only get 33%. Coming is a box 

that will power things, the split capacitor will power whatever. Make systems that are 30 

cm off the surface so the fields have free access. Everything has to be Nano coated, leave 

it in a steam  for 30 minutes to coat any scratches and not deal with Matter state. (1:46).  



Man shows his units, this is very wrong, first all frame has to N C,  there's a mish mash of 

connections, all systems are connected to each other, not good. Separate out the M from 

the G so they don't touch, don't connect the G together, leave a gap of half the diameter of 

the coils, leave a bigger space at the bottom for P Batteries.  (1:57). Marcel from 

Germany, Keshe needs to speak with him urgently. He built his own MaGrav unit and it 

works. He gets 30% savings. He put his load between the Grid and the PU.  (2:09).  Can 

he connect to e-bike needs 27 volts, Keshe says to make  a split coil, a twisted wire as 

center wire, will be more powerful, make a 3 system center, feed it back on itself. hook 4 

together to get about 6 to 8 volts. Shows his coils with a center core of PVC of CH3 

Gans, keshe says to use Al or steel pipe, N C it , and fill with Gans. Use thinner wire 

because need to make more coils to get more amps. (2:21).  Teaches Cross batteries, take 

4 split coils and connect to one center, get strong power and stable, the second half coil 

will feed into same base. You need this kind of power supply for electric bikes.   (2:31). 

A top international company is now going to evaluate KF technology and develop 

worldwide. Talks about Banks and Army how they are opening to KF.   (2:37). Austrian 

making a SS, and asking about "Damanhur", kind of New Age group, built underground 

caves to make temples, it was illegal to live underground, and they changed the law.  

(2:42).  Waiting for a doctor to come in and open the medical teaching.  (2:47). There is 

only one place you can manipulate the body, in the brain ???. open heart surgery to open 

blockage in heart. There is a new way but it has to be taken up by doctors. You can do 

repairs with Plasma without surgery. Shows a clear plastic body, shows the Health Pen, 

and a double Coil. Placing Coil behind diseased area, (inner G coil is emotion and outer 

M is physicality), use 1 to 3 H Pens pointing on the other side. Holding for some minutes, 

removing and repeating the process, the heart valves will rebuild themselves.  The same 

can be done with cancer, by pointing the H Pen you change the emotion and physicality 

of the cancer.  The pen directs the fields and the coils cover the totality of the 

environment.  (2:53).   The coils compares the totality of the area and the pen converts 

the totality.  The strength of the pen dictates the depths where it operates. If there is NO 

Problem then no need for change, It's totally safe.  You can make a broader set of coils 

and use 2 coils, one in front and 1 in back, instead of Pen.  Do not use random Gans, you 

have to use CH3 or CO2, or CuO2. For emotional caused cancer need a coil at back of 

head exactly at ear level, shape of ear similar to coils, two eyes focused in the center. 

Cancer should not take more couple minutes. Understand cancer means higher energy in 

relation to the rest of the body, in cancer you have the AA, COHN add Ca to it, so now it 

has a heavier MG fields, so it absorbs stronger fields, it starts pulling more and more 

fields to itself, and tumor grows. Placing the coils cause the tumor to absorb back into its 

own environment. When it releases its energy it no longer can maintain its physical 

entity.   (2:58). If you structure the H Pens in right way you can eradicate any disease on 

this planet. It can disinfect waters.  Originally the Coils were connected to Electricity, 

now we can use P batteries, this way you work in the totality of the spectrums of the P, 

from High Power to the Matter state. The germs (matter state) can't exist in this H Power, 

best disinfectant you can find if you use P Batteries.  In 2016, change the whole course. 

The cancer receives so much energy that it comes into balance with itself.  In the SS the 

environment would be balanced by the P. Most of diseases comes from interaction with 

environment.  (3:01). What form will we travel in P or Body? You create a given 

condition and that will not change, it encompasses the emotion and physicality of the 



man. Space doesn't have a uniform fields, when you travel in different environments it 

will change the craft, but the craft is not stuck with environment of Al, say, it can adapt, 

by changing the field strengths in the reactors, so you would increase your field strength 

above that of the area you are traveling through. Because your body is made of Gans you 

move into the same level, as you are part of the structure of craft. Some days ago when 

the house turned to blue light, the people were also changed. The pins and teeth fillings 

when they enter the body, they have become part of the Gans of the body.   (3:07). You 

can not hold your own pen to heal yourself, because you are part of the same field that 

was unbalanced, need someone else. Don't be fooled by the cover, the pen is still taking 

in fields from environment. How you tilt the pen is affecting, can use multiple pens on 

same point, wood or plastic outer casing doesn't matter that much, the fields emanate in 

broad way not just tip, you work with the totality of the different field strengths.  ** 

Note: the cancer can change in minutes, BUT if the cancer is there to confirm the 

existence of what the person has been into, the cancer will come back within hours. You 

have to solve the emotional problem.  The Coils are great for burns, start to change the 

cell structure. Good for injuries to animals. It doesn't mean that if you pray to it, it is 

going to work, your intention is plasmatic.   (3:15). The man who said his hand 

disappeared when close to reactor (last workshop), it isn't that the hand disappeared, the 

man who made the coil with the Gans he put on it, he created a MG fields in this core, in 

strength and in given position, from setup, is equal to AA of the skin of the man, and 

being in balance, there's no interaction, so no visibility. So the AA were in residue from 

touching the coils, that's why invisible. They will make known soon. If you take the AA 

fat on top of CO2 boxes, use that as part of Gans when making coils. You are still under 

G. In Space you rest in non-tangibility.  Skin is nothing but a mirage of the 3 layers. 

What happens if you create an environment and you see beings that you haven't seen 

before? it's like seeing a new friend. (3:25). If capacitor is still wet can get some ohm 

resistance readings, we see only voltage and current. Next year will be totally different.  

If the systems begin to fly, just kick one of the reactors out of position and P SS will 

collapse, change position. If you find yourself encapsulated in P, only way out is to 

change environment, reduce environment by withdrawing G field line, means reactors at 

base making floor line. By moving the reactors around you start to see the SS solidifying. 

Earthquake by Rick in Canada and 5 hours before in CA 4.4.  The Cancer energy goes to 

the P Battery and needs to go somewhere else.  Happy New in languages around the 

world.    

 


